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Trapping and Manipulation of Biological Particles
Through a Plasmonic Platform
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Abstract—Enhanced optical radiation force can be induced
through the resonant scattering field from a single plasmonic
nanoparticle or a randomly distributed plasmonic nanoparticle
array. In this paper, we utilized the dipole approximation for the
Mie scattering field to analyze such radiation force in both far-field
and near-field regime. This force can be utilized to develop non-
invasive probes for trapping and manipulation of single biological
particles. The trapping of single yeast cells is also demonstrated as
an application of this approach.

Index Terms—Biological particles, Mie scattering, optical trap-
ping, plasmonics.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCALIZED surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), a unique
phenomenon for noble metal nanoparticles, has been stud-

ied actively in recent years [1]–[3]. Various applications based
on the LSPR have been developed including biodetection [4],
[5], controlled modulation of drug delivery [6], noninvasive
cancer therapy [7], microfluidic guiding [8] and mixing [9],
nanoscale optical waveguiding [10], and lithography [11].

Parallel to these research efforts, unique properties of LSPR
suggest new promising breakthroughs in the area of optical trap-
ping and manipulation of micro/nanoscale objects, including
various biological particles. Thus far, optical tweezers, which
were invented by scientists at AT&T Bell Laboratories in early
1970s, have been the main and powerful tools for such appli-
cations [12]. Optical tweezers have been applied to trap and
manipulate biological particles including cells, cellular compo-
nents, molecular motors, viruses, etc. [13] One drawback of
optical tweezers has been the required tight focusing and high
optical power of the laser beam, which limits the exposure time
of trapped specimens. The requirement on optical intensity can
be reduced by combining conventional dielectrophoresis with
optically induced conductivity change [14].

Thanks to the electric field enhancement due to LSPR ef-
fect, the illumination intensity of the excitation light can be
significantly reduced for the trapping purpose. Therefore, many
undesirable effects such as photodamage [15], [16] and thermo-
taxis [17], [18] can be avoided while trapping biological par-
ticles. The manipulation capability at low optical powers also
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has important applications in materials science, for example,
to avoid molecular realignment when manipulating particles or
defects in liquid crystals [19], [20]. Previously, several research
groups reported theoretical studies about the plasmon enhanced
optical trapping by using the metal tip [21], nanoaperture [22],
and apertureless probe [23]. We have studied theoretically and
demonstrated experimentally by using LSPR of a randomly dis-
tributed Au nanoparticle array for this application [24]. Parallel
and selective trapping in a patterned plasmonic-landscape of an
ordered Au disk array has also been demonstrated by Quidant et
al. [25]. These studies and demonstrations show a promising fu-
ture for optical manipulation and trapping through plasmonics.

In this paper, we conduct in-depth theoretical study on the in-
duced optical radiation force through resonant scattering field of
a single Au nanosphere, and a random distributed Au nanosphere
array in both near-field and far-field regimes. We start by study-
ing the far-field and near-field scattering efficiency of an Au
nanosphere through Mie theory, and show that the dipole ap-
proximation can be applied to describe the scattering field of
Au nanosphere when the sphere size is small as compared to
wavelength. By applying the dipole approximation, the scatter-
ing field from a single resonant Au nanosphere is described as
a function of dipolar polarizability. Subsequently, the induced
optical radiation force through the resonant scattering field is
investigated. Furthermore, we study the scattering field from
a randomly distributed Au nanosphere array. The results sug-
gest that such an approach will achieve enhanced optical force,
especially for nanosized particles, and may lead to potential ap-
plications in developing noninvasive probes for single biological
particles with low optical intensity requirement. Experimental
demonstration of trapping particles with various sizes down to
1 µm and yeast cells are shown at the end of the paper.

II. LOCALIZED SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE

A. Semiclassical Model

The resonant electromagnetic behavior of noble metal
nanoparticles under light excitation can be explained by the
collective oscillation of conduction electrons confined in the
nanoparticles. For nanoparticles with a size that is small as com-
pared to wavelength, all the electrons confined in the nanopar-
ticle experience the same electric field, and therefore, move in-
phase. The displacement of the electron cloud under the effect of
an external electric field leads to the creation of surface charges,
positive where the electron cloud is absent and negative where
it is accumulating. The dipolar charge separation imposes an ef-
fective restoring force on the electron cloud that works against
the external field. The resonance occurs where the response of
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the electrons shows a π/2 phase lag with respect to the driving
field. Thus, a resonantly enhanced electron oscillation builds up
inside the particle, which, in the small particle limit, is homo-
geneous throughout its volume. This leads to enhanced far-field
scattering and absorption cross sections, as well as a strongly
enhanced near-field in the vicinity of the particle surface. The
peak wavelength for resonance is dependent on the shape and
size of the nanoparticle, as well as the dielectric properties of
the external medium. Mie theory provides rigorous solution to
this problem by solving Maxwell’s equation for the scattering
of electromagnetic waves by nanospheres.

B. Enhanced Scattering Efficiency

In Mie theory, the far-field scattering efficiency, defined as
the ratio of the scattered power in far field to the incident power
at the cross section of the nanosphere, is given in the form of
the infinite series

Qfscat =
2

(kR)2

∞∑
n=1

(2n + 1)(|an |2 + |bn |2) (1)

where k is the wavenumber, R is the radius of the nanosphere,
an and bn are Mie scattering coefficients that are functions of k
and R. Physically, Qfscat is a measure of the ability of a metal
nanosphere to extract power from an incident wave and redirect
it as far-field scattered power over all solid angles.

In near-field region, the electromagnetic waves must be dis-
torted compared to the far field in order to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the perfect conductor surface. Therefore, the ra-
dial components must be included in the near field while the
far field only consists of components perpendicular to the radial
direction. A near field scattering efficiency is defined similarly,
but the electric field intensity at the surface of the sphere is
evaluated. This is given by [26]

Qnscat = 2
{
|a2

n |
[
(n + 1)

∣∣∣h(2)
n−1(kR)

∣∣∣2 + n
∣∣∣h(2)

n+1(kR)
∣∣∣2

]

+(2n + 1)b2
nh(2)

n (kR)2
}

(2)

where h
(2)
n is the Hankel function of the second kind. Fig. 1

plots the wavelength dependencies of the far-field and near-
field scattering efficiency for an Au nanosphere in vacuum with
the 60nm radius. The resonance peaks of near-field and far-field
scattering spectra are very close to each other but not exactly
the same. Typically, the near-field scattering efficiency is much
higher than that of the far-field one. This is because most of the
scattering field is confined in the near-field regime.

III. DIPOLAR POLARIZABILITY

Equations (1) and (2) show that the electrodynamic response
of an isolated nanosphere in the external electric field is a coher-
ent ensemble of an ideal dipole, quadrupole, and higher order
multipoles with corresponding size-dependent polarizabilities.
The effective polarizabilities can be obtained by dividing each
term by the corresponding incident wave amplitude. The lowest
order term, i.e., the dipolar polarizability of the nanosphere is

Fig. 1. Far-field (solid line) and near-field (dash line) scattering efficiencies
as a function of photon energy for an Au nanosphere in vacuum with 60 nm
radius.

Fig. 2. Magnitude of the dipolar polarizability of the Au nanosphere in vacuum
with the 60 nm radius as a function of photon energy. The solid and dash lines
are calculated by (3) (rigorous Mie theory) and (4) (dipole approximation),
respectively.

defined as the ratio of the induced dipole moment of the excited
nanosphere to the incident electric field. It is given by [27]

αdip =
i6πa1ε0

k3 (3)

where a1 is the first term of the Mie scattering coefficients, ε0
is the permittivity of free space, and k is the wavenumber in the
surrounding medium.

Assuming that the scattering field from the nanosphere is only
contributed by the dipolar radiation, the magnitude of the dipolar
polarizability of the nanosphere can also be determined from the
far-field scattering efficiency, which is given by (Appendix A)

|αdip | =
√

6QfscatπRε0

k2 . (4)

In Fig. 2, the magnitude of the dipolar polarizability calculated
from (4) (dash line in Fig. 2) is slightly larger than the rigorous
result obtained from (3) (solid line in Fig. 2), since quadrupole
and other higher order components also exist in the scattering
field. However, the peak values of the dipolar polarizability
calculated through the two different approaches differ by less
than 0.097% and both peaks occur at the same wavelength.
This suggests that, for such an Au nanosphere at the resonance
condition, the dipolar radiation dominates in the scattering field
and the multipole components are almost negligible.
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Fig. 3. (a) Geometry definition for calculating the scattering field of a linearly
polarized plane wave by an Au nanosphere, where the polarization direction
points along the X-axis, the wave vector of the incident wave points along the
Z-axis, δ is the intersection angle between the radial vector and the Z-axis, θ
is the intersection angle between the radial vector and the X-axis, and γ is the
intersection angle between the X-axis and the projection of the radial vector on
the XY-plane. (b) Near-field scattering intensity distribution outside a radiating
Au nanosphere (R = 60 nm) in vacuum. The sphere is excited by the plane
wave at the resonant wavelength of 540 nm. (c) Far-field scattering intensity
distribution outside the nanosphere as in (b). (d) Near-field intensity distribution
outside an ideal dipole with the same dipole moment as the Au nanosphere in
(a). (e) Far-field intensity distribution outside a dipole as in (d). All the intensity
distributions are plotted in theXZ -plane. The magnitude of the incident electric
field is assumed to be 1 in all the calculations.

IV. MIE SCATTERING FIELD AND DIPOLAR APPROXIMATION

Consider the scattering of a linearly polarized plane wave by
an Au nanosphere. The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3(a).
The origin of a Cartesian coordinate system is selected to be at
the center of the nanosphere, with the incident wave propagating
along the Z-axis. The incident electric field is polarized in the
direction of X-axis. If the amplitude of the incident wave at
the origin is E0 , the scattering field can be expressed in the
form [28]

Es =
∞∑

n=1

En

[
ianNe1n − bnM01n

]
. (5)

In (5), En = in (2n + 1)/(n2 + n)E0 , an and bn are the Mie
scattering coefficients, and the spherical harmonics Ne1n and
Mo1n are described in detail in Appendix B. Fig. 3(b) and
Fig. 3(c) show the near-field and far-field scattering intensity
distributions in XZ-plane outside a radiating Au nanosphere

with the radius 60nm, excited at the resonant wavelength of
540 nm (corresponding to 2.3 eV in the unit of photon energy).
Notice that the near-field distribution is elongated along the
polarization direction; while in the far-field regime, the field
spreads transverse to the polarization direction.

On the other hand, for a nanosphere with a size small com-
pared to the wavelength, the scattering field can be approximated
as being radiated from an infinitely small Hertzian dipole located
at the center of the Au nanosphere. The equivalent polarization
momentum of the Hertzian dipole is related to the incident elec-
tric field by the dipolar polarizability of the Au nanosphere,
which can be rigorously calculated by (3). The radiation field
from this dipole is then described by [29]

Er=
1

4πε0

{
k2

r
r̂×p×r̂ +

(
1
r3 − ik

r2

)
[3r̂(r̂ · p) − p]

}
eikr

(6)
where p is the induced dipole moment of the Au nanosphere.
Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(e) shows the intensity distributions of the
near field and far field of this ideal dipole in the XY-plane,
respectively. It can be seen that the dipole approximation agrees
very well with the rigorous Mie theory in both near-field and
far-field regimes for such a nanosphere, in terms of describing
the scattering field.

V. INDUCED OPTICAL FORCE THROUGH RESONANT

SCATTERING FIELD

The resonant scattering field from an Au nanosphere is quite
nonuniform and decays rapidly with increasing radial distance.
Such a nonuniform electric field can be utilized to exert a gra-
dient force on another Rayleigh dielectric object close to the
nanosphere. The induced optical force can be rigorously cal-
culated by the generalized Lorentz–Mie Theory (GLMT) [30].
However, such calculations are mathematically intensive, and it
is difficult to acquire an intuitive feeling of the physical phe-
nomenon beyond the mathematics. Since the dipole model is
a good approximation for Mie scattering when the nanosphere
size is small compared to the wavelength, we can apply the
closed-form expression in (6) to analyze the induced gradient
force from the resonant scattering field.

In far-field regime, the first term in (6) dominates. The mag-
nitude of the electric field in this region can be written as

Ef =
k2 |αdip |E0 sin θ

4πε0r
(7)

where θ is the intersection angle between the radial vector and
the polarization vector defined in Fig. 3(a). The resulting ra-
diation force on a Rayleigh particle can be calculated by the
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Fig. 4. (a) Direction and amplitude cross section of the radial and angular
force components in the scattering far field. (b) Vector plot of the optical force
induced by the scattering far field. (c) Direction and amplitude cross section of
the radial and angular force components in the scattering near field. (d) Vector
plot of the optical force induced by the scattering near field. The arrow length
in (b) and (d) does not represent the force magnitude.

expression

Ff =
1
4
αp∇E2

f =
k4αp |αdip |2E2

0

64π2ε2
0

.

(
−r̂

2
r3 sin2 θ + θ̂

2
r3 sin θ cos θ

)
≡ Ff r r̂ + Ff θ θ̂ (8)

where αp is the polarizability of the dielectric Rayleigh parti-
cle. As shown in (8), the optical radiation force in scattering
far field consists of two components: radial force Fr and angu-
lar force Fθ . The direction and amplitude cross section of the
two force components are shown in Fig. 4(a). The radial force
points toward the nanosphere. The direction of the angular force
is determined by the sign of sin θ cos θ. The angular force is in
the θ̂-direction for 0 < θ < π/2 and π < θ < 3π/2, and the
−θ̂-direction for π/2 < θ < π and 3π/2 < θ < 2π. The angu-
lar force points toward the θ = π/2(3π/2) equator, where its
magnitude decreases to zero. The combinational effect of the
radial and angular force components pulls the dielectric particle
toward the angular force valley on Z-axis, shown in Fig. 4(b).
If the object is elliptical in shape, its long axis will then be
gradually aligned to the equator orthogonal to the polarization
direction, when it approaches the radiation source.

In near-field regime, the second term in (6) dominates. The
magnitude of the electric field can be expressed by

En =
|αdip |E0

√
(3 cos2 θ + 1)(1/r2 + k2)

4πε0r2 . (9)

The magnitude of the radiation electric field in this region is
much larger here than that in the far-field regime, and decays
much faster. The associated gradient force exerted on a dielectric

Fig. 5. Magnitude of the radial force exerted on a 60 nm radius dielectric
sphere with refractive index 1.59 versus the radial distance between the dielectric
sphere and radiating Au nanosphere (θ = 0). The Au nanosphere is excited
resonantly with an optical intensity of 0.5 mW/µm2 . The dash line represents
ten times of the equivalent thermal force due to Brownian motion for the 60 nm
dielectric sphere. The inset shows the resonance property of this force, which has
the same wavelength dependence as the dipolar polarizability of Au nanosphere.

Rayleigh particle in the near-field regime is given by

Fn =
1
4
αp∇E2

n =
αp |αdip |2E2

0

64π2ε2
0

.

[
−r̂

(
6 + 4k2r2

r7

)

(3 cos2 θ+1)−θ̂

(
6+6k2r2

r7

)
sin θ cos θ

]
≡ Fnr r̂ + Fnθ θ̂.

(10)

We now consider the force exerted on a 60-nm radius dielectric
particle with the refractive index 1.59 close to the radiating
Au nanosphere. The induced optical force in radial direction is
calculated by using (10) and plotted as a function of the radial
distance in Fig. 5. The results show that the maximum radial
force of ∼1 pN can be achieved at a separation distance of
∼80 nm, with an excitation light intensity of 0.5 mW/µm2 .
Such intensity is several orders lower than the requirement for
conventional optical tweezers to trap the same dielectric particle.

Imaging a dielectric particle that is originally located in the
far-field regime of the nanosphere, it will be pulled toward the
nanosphere by the induced optical force when the excitation
light intensity exceeds a threshold, enters the near-field regime,
and finally, arrives at the vicinity of the nanosphere. If the par-
ticle is elliptical, the long axis will be aligned to the orientation
orthogonal to the polarization of the external electric field when
it moves across the far-field regime, and almost keeps this ori-
entation when it moves across the near-field regime, since the
angular force is much smaller than that of the radial force in the
near-field regime.

VI. SCATTERING FIELD FROM A RANDOM

AU NANOSPHERE ARRAY

Although the fabrication of an isolated Au nanosphere or
an ordered Au nanoparticle array can be achieved by using
electron-beam lithography (EBL), the functional area is small
in the former and the EBL writing time is long in the latter case.
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Fig. 6. (a) Au nanospheres randomly distributed on a 2D domain 1 × 1 µm2 .
Each nanosphere (a= 60 nm). is represented by a circle. Scattering field dis-
tributions on observation planes which are parallel to the random nanosphere
array are shown in (b)–(e). The nanosphere array is uniformly illuminated by a
plane wave at the wavelength of 540 nm. The refractive index of the surrounding
medium is 1.33. The polarization direction of the plane wave points along the
X-axis. The magnitude of the incident electric field is assumed to be 1 in the
calculation. The separation between the observation plane and the nanosphere
array is defined as h. (b) h = a. c) h = 2a. d) h = λ. e) h = 2λ.

Therefore, we used self-assembled Au nanoparticle arrays for
the described technology. We have previously reported using
such approach for enhanced optical trapping of microsized par-
ticles [24], [31]. Here, we further study the scattering field from
a randomly distributed Au nanosphere array.

A 2-D random Au nanosphere array is generated numeri-
cally by using the simple sequential inhibition (SSI) model [32].
Spheres with the 60 nm radius are placed sequentially at random
positions in a given 2-D domain. If a new sphere is placed in
such a way that it intersects any previous one, the new sphere
is rejected, and a next attempt is made to place it. The process
stops when the jamming coverage of the assembly reaches the
designated value. This method produces random assembly of
spheres that do not overlap with each other.

By treating the nanosphere unit as a dipole, the total scatter-
ing field can be determined by summing up the scattering field
radiating from each individual dipole, represented by (6). Con-
sidering the random nanosphere array in Fig. 6(a) illuminated
with a plane wave at the wavelength of 540 nm, we calculate the
2-D distribution of the overall field on the planes parallel to the
nanosphere array at different vertical heights. When the obser-
vation plane is at the vicinity of the nanosphere array [Fig. 6(b)],
the field is highly localized and a few hot spots can be observed
at locations where the nanospheres are densely packed. The

field starts to become delocalized in the polarization direction
when the observation plane is moved away from the nanosphere
array [Fig. 6(c)]. The scattering field is further concentrated to
the center of the studied domain when the observation plane is
moved to the far-field regime [Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(e)].

Therefore, if a nanosized particle is located right above the
nanosphere array, we can imagine that it will be directed by
the optical force toward one of the hot spots in Fig. 6(b). This
can possibly explain the surface-enhanced Raman scattering on
substrates with noble metal nanostructures [33].

However, for a microsized particle, it will not be influenced
by such localized fields shown in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), since
the center–center distance between the Au nanoparticle and the
microsized particle is in the far-field regime. The field that the
micro-sized particle feels is the scattering far field as shown in
Fig. 6(e). Therefore, the microsized particle will be trapped at
the center of the nanosphere array where the field maximum
locates. One advantage of a nanosphere array over a single
nanosphere is that the array provides much higher overall field
intensity in the far-field regime, which can be used for enhanced
trapping of microsized particles, such as biological cells.

VII. PLASMONIC TRAPPING EXPERIMENT

To demonstrate the optical trapping capability of single bi-
ological particles by the plasmonic scattering field, we uti-
lize the yeast cells for preliminary experiment study. An epi-
illumination microscope (Zeiss AXIO Imager DI) is used as the
platform for the demonstration experiment. The Au nanoparticle
array is covered by a thin liquid layer of yeast cell suspension.
The fabrication process of the nanoparticle array has been dis-
cussed elsewhere [34]. A HeNe laser is directed into the optical
path of the microscope and focused onto the surface of nanopar-
ticle array by a 20× objective with a low numerical aperture
(NA = 0.22). The diameter of the focused light spot is mea-
sured to be 6.7 µm. The induced LSP decays radiatively and
forms the scattering field, which enables the stable trapping of a
single microsized yeast cell, as discussed in Section VI. Fig. 7(a)
shows such trapping behavior, where the location of the trapped
cell (marked with a square) remains fixed and other yeast cells
(marked with circles) move along with a motorized microscope
stage. The lowest optical intensity to induce stable trapping for
single yeast cells is found to be about 78.8 µW/µm2 .

To quantitatively characterize the size dependence of the
trapping capability of this plasmonics approach, we use the
polystyrene beads with different sizes for the experiment. We
measure the minimum flow rates of surrounding liquid at which
the trapped particle is released from the trap as follows. The lo-
cation of the trapped particle remains fixed, while the flow rate
of the surrounding liquid incrementally increases (by using an
external controller for the microscope stage) until the particle is
released. The flow rate at which the trapped particle is released
represents the threshold of the viscous drag force overcom-
ing the trapping force, and can therefore, be used to determine
the trapping force. In Fig. 7(b), this critical flow rate is plot-
ted as a function of optical intensity for polystyrene beads with
different sizes. For a 2.45-µm-diameter polystyrene bead, which
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Fig. 7. (a) Single yeast cell is trapped at the location where the square marks.
Other yeast cells in liquid layer are moving at a constant speed along with
the piezoelectric stage of the microscope. The time period between adjacent
snapshots is about 1 sec. The blur background is the random distributed Au
nanoparticle array. (b) Critical flow rate to release the trapped polystyrene
particle as a function of incident optical intensity.

has the size similar to the yeast cell, the lowest optical intensity
to induce the stable trapping is 23.9 µW/µm2 . The optical inten-
sity required for yeast cell trapping is about three times higher
than this value, which is because the cell has a refractive index
closer to the liquid environment than to the polystyrene beads.
The slope of the fitted line in Fig. 7(b) can be considered as an
evaluation factor for the trapping stability. It can be seen that the
plasmonic approach has the advantage to trap smaller particles,
which is consistent with the theoretical analysis in Section V.
Future trapping experiment for submicron and nanoscale parti-
cles is underway.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have performed quantitative analysis of op-
tical radiation force associated with the resonant scattering field
from a single Au nanosphere. The modeling results indicate
that single dielectric particles can be trapped and directed to-
ward the single radiating nanosphere. This force can be utilized
to develop probes for manipulation of single nanoparticles or
molecules at a low-optical-intensity level. The angular compo-
nent of the radiation force can align an elliptical particle with
its long axis perpendicular to the polarization of the input light.
Since the polarization of the input light can be tuned precisely
by a polarization rotator, this force may provide the capability
to control the orientation of nonspherical particles. This orienta-
tion control mechanism is based on the spatial distribution of the
LSP-associated scattering field, and therefore, does not require
tight focusing of incident light beam. This is fundamentally
different from prior approaches utilizing azimuthally asymmet-
ric beams [35] or birefringent properties of particles [36]–[38].

We expect to realize fine orientation control by changing light
polarization through the plasmonic platform at a lower optical
intensity.

The modeling results on random distributed nanosphere array
show that a nanosized particle will be trapped to one of the hot
spots at the vicinity of the nanosphere array. Besides strong
enhancement in near field, the enhanced field intensity in far-
field regime of the random distributed nanosphere array can be
used for enhanced trapping of microsized particles. We have
realized the trapping of single yeast cells and polystyrene beads
with various sizes down to 1µm by using the proposed approach.
Furthermore, the proposed plasmonic platform can be integrated
with the holographic optical trapping technique [39], and thus,
yields parallel manipulation of very large quantities of particles
at low optical powers.

APPENDIX A

The scattered power from the Au nanosphere measured at an
outer spherical surface with radius r is expressed by

Pscat =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

cε0

2
E2

rad(r, θ)r2 sin θ dθ dζ (11)

where θ is the angle defined in Fig. 3(a), ζ is the intersection
angle between Y-axis and the projection of r̂ on YZ-plane [not
shown in Fig. 3(a)], Iscat is the intensity of the scattering field,
and c is the speed of light.

Assuming that r � λ and the scattering field is contributed
only by the dipolar radiation, Erad in (11) can be substituted by
(7), and Pscat in (11) becomes

Pscat =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

cε0

2

(
k2 |αdip |E0 sin θ

4πε0r

)2

r2 sin θ dθ dζ

=
c |αdip |2 E2

0 k4

12πε0
. (12)

This scattered power can also be expressed by the far-field scat-
tering efficiency

Pscat = IincQfsatπa2 =
cε0

2
Qfscatπa2E2

0 (13)

where Iinc is the incident optical intensity. From (12) and (13),
the magnitude of the dipolar polarizability of the nanosphere
can be obtained by

|αdip | =
√

6Qfscatπaε0

k2 . (14)

APPENDIX B

The vector spherical harmonics in (5) are expressed by

N ein =
cos γn(n + 1) sin δπn (cos δ)h(1)

n (kr)
(kr)r

+
cos γτn (cos δ)[krh

(1)
n (kr)]′

(kr)δ

− sin γπn (cos δ)[krh
(1)
n (r)]′

(kr) ϕ
(15)
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M 01n = cos γπn (cos δ)h(1)
n (kr)δ̂

− sin γτn (cos δ)h(1)
n (kr)ϕ̂ (16)

where h
(1)
n is the Hankel function of the first kind, πn =

P 1
n / sin δ and πn with P 1

n , being the associated Legendre func-
tions of the first kind of degree n and order 1, and δ and γ are the
angles defined in Fig. 3(a). Special care needs to be taken along
the propagation direction (δ = 0, π) because the denominators
of πn and τn ’s expression become zero. The values of πn and τn

in this particular direction need to be determined by expanding
the associated Legendre polynomials and are given by

πn (δ = 0) =
−1 − (n + 2)(n − 1)

2

πn (δ = π) = (−1)n

[
−1 − (n + 2)(n − 1)

2

]

τn (δ = 0) = −1 − (n + 2)(n − 1)/2

τn (δ = π) = (−1)n−1
[
−1 − (n + 2)(n − 1)

2

]
(17)
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